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This one is coming from Gomenon who, after reading my first three accounts and not seeing it, brought this one up to me in
private discussion, to which I responded. So, let’s get started! The question I posed to him was, “What do you mean by ‘the
strongest spirit in the Shiro Universe’?” Basically, we’re talking about the Monarchs, we’re talking about the Spirits, and we’re
talking about what the Strongest Spirit is, but Gomenon, as a matter of his own personal philosophy, always wanted to have this
distinction. And so what he meant was, “If there are four Monarchs, then there must be four Strongest Spirits, and what he was
describing is what I’m talking about.” There are four Spirits. That’s the strongest spirit, and that was the Monarch. So it’s
referring to the four Spirits, but it was based on his own personal philosophy of what he wanted it to be. So, for example, he
wanted to compare it to the Four Heralds. If I remember correctly, he said that one of the Heralds was greater than all the others
together, but that doesn’t mean that it was the strongest. The strongest is the strongest; one of them is greater, but the strongest
of them is the strongest. So, to be more specific, he meant that one of the Heralds was greater than all the others combined. Not
just any one of them was greater than all the others, but just one, but it’s not the strongest. So let’s get into that. I would like to
show you some visualizations of how the Monarchs look. So first of all, the first Monarch is blue, which is very strong and very
effective. Now, this one is violet. This one is orange. This one is white. And, for the sake of completeness, I’ll include these
here. This is blue. This is white. This is violet. This is orange. So, this is kind of how the Monarchs look like, and you can tell
which one of them is strongest, based on how they look. Now, some of f3e1b3768c
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